
Medicare has launched yet another search for over-
payments and improper payments, and this time it’s
being run by bounty hunters.

It’s the Recovery Audit Contractor or RAC pro-
gram, and it will be in full force in all states by the
end of the year.

The RAC is yet another way for Medicare to audit
payments to save money.

And save money it will. Medicare has contracted
with four companies to recoup excess payments from
both doctors and hospitals, and those companies are
working on contingency fees. They will get from 9%
to 12.5% of whatever they recover, so they likely
won’t miss a dime.

three years in the making
The RACs have been warming up for three years in

a demonstration project.
They began in March 2005 in California, Florida,

and New York – the states with the largest number of
Medicare claims. Later they expanded to
Massachusetts, South Carolina, and Arizona.

In those six states alone, they unearthed almost $1
billion in overpayments, and in doing so made about
$187 million for themselves. Most of the overpay-
ments were found in hospital claims, but about $20
million was found in payments to doctors. That came
from about 500,000 claims.

With the demonstration complete, Medicare is now
putting the RACs in place permanently. Many states
are already under full review; others are close. By
January, the RACs are required to be in full swing in
every state.

In all, Medicare has contracted with four companies
to serve as RACs, and each one has a jurisdiction of
25% of the Medicare population.

As to what claims they are looking at, the RACs
can only evaluate claims that were paid during the
previous three years.

At this point, the time frame is more narrow. They
can’t go back farther than October 2007. However,
starting in October 2010, they will be able to go back

a full three years. At that time, they can review claims
paid from October 2007 onward.

two kinds of money searches
To find the overpayments, the RACs use a propri-

etary software that analyzes claims data. Then they do
two types of reviews.

First is a data search to find claims that are clearly
askew, such as two claims for the same service on the
same day. For that type of error, the RAC simply con-
tacts the provider and demands a refund.

The second type of review is the complex review.
It’s done when a data search or some other type of
analysis turns up claims that are probably but not defi-
nitely wrong.

For those, the RAC reviews the medical record, and
(please turn to page 3)
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Getting paid for filling out forms
calls for a request and a procedure

To charge or not to charge?
Medical offices don’t value their time as much as they ought,

says ANNE THORMAN, office manager for Lawrence County
Family Medicine in New Castle, PA. And one area that’s woefully
undervalued is the time spent filling out patient forms for things
such as disability verification and FMLA leave.

That’s time consuming for both doctors and staff, she says, and
often the form is independent of a visit or any reimbursable service.

Her office has been charging for form completions for more than
a decade. And the procedure is simple.

The patient fills out a request sheet that asks for the type of infor-
mation needed and also gives the charge amount. That sheet is
essential, Thorman says, because many forms are not self explanato-
ry. For example, a patient applying for FMLA leave may have sever-
al medical issues, and the office has to know which one applies.

The request sheet, which gets attached to the form, asks for:
• patient’s name, phone number, and date of birth
• type of form to be filled out
• treating doctor
• diagnosis (with a note that the form will show the symptoms

and diagnoses the patient was treated for)
• initial date of treatment
• date the disability began
• date the patient returned to work
• date the office received the form
• date the form must be completed
• fee amount (with a note that it’s the patient’s responsibility)
At the bottom are spaces to show if the patient will pick up the

form or, if not, where it should be faxed or mailed. For mailing, the
patient must provide a stamped addressed envelope.

The fee is $5 for single-page forms and $10 for anything longer,
though the office waives the fee if a patient is having financial diffi-
culty. Staff ask for payment when they give the request sheet.

The sheet and form go first to the physician, who okays the
request. Then they go to either Thorman or a nurse to be filled out.
And then they go back to the doctor for a signature.

Form requests are frequent, Thorman says. The office has two
physicians, and often there are as many as 10 a week.

If your office has set up a system that makes managing easier,
MOM would like to write about it. Contact the Editor, Medical
Office Manager, P.O. Box 52843, Atlanta, GA 30355. Telephone
404/367-1991 and fax 404/367-1995. We pay $100 for every idea we
write about in this column. �
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(continued from page 1)
with that type of review, the office has an opportunity
to contest the findings.

for doctors, the focus is on data
Because the RACs get paid according to how much

they collect, they obviously are going after the high-
dollar claims.

And the big money is with hospitals, not with doc-
tors.

Thus, what offices will likely see most is automated
reviews, says attorney STEVE LOKENSGARD of
Faegre & Benson in Minneapolis. Lokensgard special-
izes in health law with emphasis on billing compli-
ance and reimbursement.

In the demonstration projects, that’s where the
RACs focused their Part B attention, and that’s likely
where they will be focusing it now.

“They are looking for anomalies in the data min-
ing,” he says, and their targets are duplicate services,
fiscal intermediary payment mistakes, medical neces-
sity, and coding.

In the demonstrations, for example, they looked at
drug charges and found that a common error was
overbilling for Neulasta, a white-cell booster given to
patients scheduled to undergo chemotherapy. One
dose of Neulasta equals 6 mg, and in the past Medi-
care considered each milligram a billable unit. Now,
however, the entire 6-mg dose is considered one unit,
yet many offices are still billing for six units. The
RACs recouped a considerable amount of money
there.

They also looked for procedures “that would never
be medically necessary” and found things such as two
colonoscopies billed on the same day for the same
patient.

The RACs will likely stay on that same path,
Lokensgard says. They will look mostly at what the
data mining turns up, because that’s where they can
find “some easy hits.”

Many of those errors, he notes, “are things Medi-
care should have caught at the gate.”

what about E/Ms?
The biggest concern is not so much the data mining,

however, but whether the RACs will move into the
E/M services, particularly consultations.

Right now they are only looking for E/M services
that are not medically necessary or that should have
been included in the global surgery payment.

However, Medicare says it will expand that to
include the E/M visit levels. No one knows when, but
Medicare says it will notify doctors before the search
gets that far.

Of concern too is whether the RACs will extrapo-

late their findings. With a large clinic, he says, extrap-
olation could force tremendous paybacks.

The RACs have the authority to extrapolate, but
whether they do it, and if so how much of it they will
do remains a mystery.

Lokensgard also points out that there is a limit on
when extrapolation can be applied. It’s an option only
when there is “a sustained or high level of payment
error” or when there has been “documented education-
al intervention” that has failed to correct the payment
error.

record requests can be burdensome
Yet another concern offices may have to contend

with is the record requests that will accompany the
complex reviews.

When the RAC requests a record, the office has
only 45 days to produce it. If it doesn’t meet that
deadline, the RAC wins and the office has to pay up.
However, during that 45-day period, the office can ask
the RAC for an extension of time for providing the
record.

The positive side of that picture is that Medicare
has put a limit on the number of records the RACs can
request at a time.

For solo practitioners, they can ask for no more
than 10 records covering any 45-day period. For part-
nerships with two to five providers, it’s 20 records per
45 days. For groups with six to 15 members, it’s 30.
And for groups with 16 or more providers, it’s 50
records.

After getting a record, the RAC is supposed to noti-
fy the office of its determination within 60 days. The
RAC can ask Medicare for more time, and if it’s
granted, it has to notify the office.

and copy costs can be high
Along with the record production is the cost of

making the copies.
Right now, it looks like offices won’t get paid for

that.
The RACs are only required to reimburse hospitals

and long-term care facilities. The rate is 12 cents a
page, and the RACs pay that automatically each
month. The facility doesn’t have to submit a payment
request.

The RACs can pay offices for copying, but there’s
no requirement to do so.

underpayments get paid too
The RACs are not limited to searching out overpay-

ments. They also have to identify whatever underpay-
ments turn up, and they get a percentage of what they
return to the providers. But don’t count on getting
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much benefit from it. Their incentive is to find large
amounts of overpayments, not the occasional under-
payment.

As for how an underpayment is corrected, the
process is out of the office’s hands.

The RAC tells the carrier about it, and it’s then up
to the carrier to make the adjustment. Or, if there are
overpayments along with a few underpayments, the
RAC can subtract the amount from what the office
owes.

By contrast, when the RAC uncovers overpayment,
the office gets a demand letter. It then has to write a
check for the amount due or set up an installment pay-
ment plan. Absent either of those, the Medicare carrier
will reduce the office’s payments until the debt is
paid.

five levels of appeal
As with all Medicare disputes, offices can appeal

RAC decisions. The process has five levels and is
similar to the regular Medicare appeals process.

• The first level is to ask the Medicare carrier for a
redetermination of the claim. And there’s little time to
waste. Once the RAC says there was an overpayment,
the office has only 120 days to request the redetermi-
nation. Otherwise, the RAC wins.

If the office is speedy and gets the request in within
the 30 days, it can hang on to its money while the
matter is being decided. Wait longer than that, and the
office has to pay whatever the RAC is demanding –
and hopefully get it back several months later.

But don’t rush in and appeal everything before the
30-day mark, Lokensgard says. Be sure the RAC’s
claim is wrong, because if the office loses the redeter-
mination, it has to pay interest on that money.

There’s also an opportunity to file a rebuttal during
the first 15 days, though it may not be worth the
effort. The 30 days still keep running, and in the
demonstration projects, most of the rebuttals were
shot down.

• If the first level doesn’t work, file a request for
reconsideration. That goes to a qualified independent
contractor, or QIC.

The office has 180 days to ask for the reconsidera-
tion, but again, it can hang onto its money if it gets
moving and makes the request within 60 days of los-
ing the first appeal level. Once again, though, if the
RAC wins, the office will have to pay the money with
interest.

An important point to note: include all the docu-
mentation with this request, because this second level
is the office’s last chance to submit supporting docu-
ments. If the appeal goes on, the office can’t add any-
thing new.

• The third appeal level is with the Office of

Medicare Hearings and Appeals, and here the office
has 60 days to request a hearing. At this level, the
claim will be reviewed by an administrative law
judge, and the hearing is usually done by conference
call or teleconference.

• Next comes the Medicare Appeals Council, a/k/a
the Departmental Appeals Board, and the office has 60
days to file an appeal here.

• The court of last resort is the Federal district
court. The office has 60 days to go here, and the
amount has to be $1,220 or more.

will RACs replace other auditors?
While the RACs will definitely supplement

Medicare’s other audits, “they won’t replace any-
body,” Lokensgard says.

There will still be different contractors to get at dif-
ferent issues.

He points out that Medicare has been quite success-
ful in eliminating payment errors, and during the past
few years, the error rate has dropped to the current
3%.

That’s a tremendously successful rate, but that 3%
still represents about $10 billion a year. Thus “lots of
opportunity” remains.

and the number to call is . . .
If the office has questions about the RAC, what

should it do?
First contact the RAC’s customer service depart-

ment. If that does not suffice, Medicare has set up a
special e-mail address for RAC-related questions. It is
CMSRAC@cms.hhs.gov. �

That Red Flags Rule
gets a welcome delay
until August 1

The deadline for complying with thenew Red Flags
Rule has been given a blessed extension.

That rule requires offices to have written policies
and procedures in place to prevent identify theft, and
enforcement was originally set to take place May 1.
But just one day before the deadline was scheduled to
hit, the Federal Trade Commission announced a little
breathing room. It extended the activation date until
August 1.

The extra time, the FTC says, is needed to give
businesses more time to set up their ID theft preven-
tion programs. What’s more, for businesses – such as
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medical offices – that know their customers personal-
ly and therefore have a low risk of ID theft, the FTC
plans to provide a template they can use to comply
with the new law.

The Red Flags Rule requires any business that
extends credit to have a written policy on how it will
detect, prevent, and mitigate identity theft. And the
FTC says that extending credit means allowing people
to make payments instead of paying in full.

It was only in March that the FTC ruled that med-
ical offices fall under the auspices of the Red Flags,
so for most offices, the rule came in quite unexpected-
ly.
(A complete outline of the Red Flags Rule is in the

April issue of MOM. In that same issue are sample
policies and procedures offices can use to comply with
the new requirements.) �

Harassment from a doctor
but no complaints from staff
Question: One of our doctors continuously makes

inappropriate remarks to the staff. He thinks the
remarks are funny. The staff don’t complain, but
what’s said is obviously inappropriate.

Everyone likes the doctor, and the other doctors
want to keep him on staff. They have counseled with
him, but he continues. What should we do?

Submitted by (name withheld by request)

Answer: No office can afford to turn a blind eye to
sexual harassment, because all an employee – or
patient or vendor – has to do is get a lawyer or com-
plain to the EEOC, and the office is mired in legal
hassles, legal fees, and possibly heavy fines.

That can happen even if nobody ever complains
about the doctor’s behavior, says TERRI OLSON
SPREEN, president of HR Prescriptions, a human
resources consulting practice in Fullerton, CA.

All anybody has to do is show is that management
knew “or should have known” that harassment was
going on. And in this situation, the fact that the man-
ager and doctors have discussed the issue is proof
enough that harassment exists, that management is

aware of it, and that management isn’t doing anything
to stop it.

What the doctor sees as “kidding around” loses it
humor when someone resigns “and all of a sudden
there’s a letter from an attorney.”

Even worse, in some states such as California, a
manager can be personally sued for doing nothing.

but what is there to investigate?
The law requires that any complaint of harassment

be investigated and stopped. But the perplexing point
here is how to investigate when there’s been no com-
plaint.

Treat it as a general complaint, Spreen says. Talk
privately with the staffers who regularly come into
contact with the doctor and say ‘I’m just checking into
this.” To ensure they don’t color their responses out of
fear of losing their jobs, add “please answer honest-
ly.’”

“Really dig in,” she says. Ask “has it made you feel
uncomfortable?” and “would you prefer he not act that
way?”

Document everything – who is interviewed, what
questions are asked, and what each person says.

Suppose the answer is “yes he does that, but it’s no
big deal.”

Write that down. It may afford the office some pro-
tection later on, because harassment is not illegal
unless it is unwelcomed or creates a hostile work
environment.

Then write a report to the file that the office inves-
tigated the situation and that no one was uncomfort-
able and that the behavior was not unwelcomed and
did not create a hostile work environment.

don’t start feeling too safe
But no matter how okay the current staff are with

the doctor’s behavior, the office still has to stop it,
Spreen says.

Harassment extends to vendors, visitors, and
patients. So even if staff aren’t offended, those other
people might be, and they too can file charges of
harassment. Or a new staffer could come in, find the
harassment offensive, and file suit.

And if that happens, the case is all but decided,
because the office obviously knew the harassment was
going on and didn’t do anything about it.

She cites an example of just that.
An attorney was sexually harassing his secretary to

the point of dropping M&Ms down her blouse. The
secretary complained to the HR department, but the
attorney was a big rainmaker for the firm, so nothing
was ever done.

The secretary left, and a temporary came in for 45
days. During that time, the attorney kept up the lewd

reader
question
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behavior – including the M&M drops.
The temp sued and won several million dollars in

punitive damages “because the firm knew about the
harassment and did nothing.” For her, it was a prof-
itable 45-day assignment.

talk to the doctor
“For their own safety,” the doctors must stop the

behavior. They need to tell the physician to clean up
his act or else, even to the extent of “if you cannot
stop this behavior, we must disengage you from the
group.”

She adds, however, that any action has to comply
with whatever partnership or contractual terms the
practice operates under, so the doctors need to talk
with their attorney before making any move.

“Don’t close the book on the issue,” she says.
Remember that million-dollar temp. There may be no
suit brewing now, but if the harassment continues, one
will crop up. “It’s guaranteed.”

look too at cultural differences
Spreen points to four other harassment questions

that often arise in offices.
• Can cultural differences of communication be

considered harassment?
Yes. Harassment can occur when someone makes

remarks that are acceptable in one culture but not in
the office setting.

She gives the example of strong expressions of
endearment such as hugging or kissing that among
some people are not only accepted but expected. In an
office setting, that can be considered harassment.

The same is true for nicknames used respectfully in
one language but not in another. For some Hispanics,
for example, pelon (bald) or gordo (overweight) are
considered descriptive and even affectionate; in the
U.S. they are disrespectful.

“There’s no freedom of speech at work,” she says.
People are required to follow behavior “that is appro-
priate for the office.”

No matter how innocent or sincere behavior of that
type may be, if it’s not acceptable in the office, it can
be harassment. It doesn’t matter that the harasser had
no bad intentions; if the victim had good reason to see
the behavior as harassment, the office can get sued.

• What if a staffer complains of harassment, the
office investigates, and it turns out that no harassment
has taken place?

Tell the staffer exactly what has happened. And put
it in writing: “We have investigated and could not find
evidence of harassment.”

But add to that a note that the staffer should let the
office know of any other harassment concerns that

arise later and also of any evidence of retaliation for
making the complaint.

• What if a matter gets resolved but the harasser
later goes back to his old ways?

The response depends on the situation, Spreen says.
If it’s a minor infraction such as an inappropriate pho-
tograph or calendar on the wall, that could possibly be
solved by removing the picture. But if it’s a matter of
dropping more M&Ms down somebody’s blouse, ter-
mination is probably in order.

• Should the offender stay in the office while an
investigation is going on?

Again, it depends on the situation.
If there’s concern the accused will intimidate the

people being interviewed, it’s a good idea to put the
individual on leave of absence – with or without pay.

Or the office might opt to conduct the investigation
without telling the accused. In that case, a good
approach is “I have not talked with Dr. A yet, but I
want to find out if there’s any validity to a complaint.”

Other times it’s best to talk with the accused before
investigating. And in that case, the office may or may
not opt to say who has complained. �

A manager’s career rests
on credibility; here are
eight ways to destroy both

A manager can have great knowledge and great
skills, but without credibility with both doctors and
staff, don’t expect success.

What is credibility? One human resources expert
defines it as “what we do and how we do it that causes
others to respect and believe us.”

The what-we-do is the tangible things – the work
and its results. The how-we-do-it is the behavior that
demonstrates a person’s capability. And it’s the latter
that counts, says SANDYALLGEIER of Allgeier HR
Consulting in Louisville, KY.

Here she cites eight ways managers can kill credi-
bility and at the same time kill their careers.

DECISIONS IN THE DARK
Explain changes.
To leave staff in the dark on the why of things tells

them their opinions have no value. It’s also a hint that
the manager doesn’t know enough about what’s going
on to answer their questions.

Particularly offensive is the situation where manag-
er and staff discuss a matter and come to a decision.
Then additional information comes in, the manager is
forced to change that decision, and staff never hear
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the why of it. As a result, trust and credibility are lost.
Staff have been duped.

All of it could have been avoided just by telling
them “your recommendations were good, but we had
to make a change and here’s why.”

DODGING THE BLAME
Own up to mistakes.
Suppose the doctors complain that the billing is

slow. Don’t respond with “it’s So-and-So’s fault” or “I
can’t get the front desk to turn in accurate data” or
“we have had a lot of staff absences.”

It’s not important whose fault it is. What’s impor-
tant is the problem. Find out why it is occurring and
solve it.

To the doctors, fending off blame is no more than a
show of weakness and immaturity.

SELF-DEPRECATION
The manager makes a mistake. There’s a show-

down with the doctors.
Take responsibility for the mistake and learn from

it, Allgeier says. But stop there. Don’t get self-
demeaning. People derail their credibility “when they
rake themselves over the coals, either mentally or ver-
bally.”

Learn the lesson and move on. Be cheerful and con-
fident. What the doctors see is that their manager is in
control and capable of improvement.

INCONSISTENCY
A serious credibility killer is inconsistency in disci-

pline and rule enforcement.
Suppose the rule is that the doctors have to check

off certain items on the encounter sheet. The billing
department complains that Doctor A never checks
those items off and is holding up the billing. The man-
ager responds with “oh that’s just the way Doctor A is.
Let’s take care of it this way. I’ll make sure it doesn’t
happen in the future.” But the manager stops there and
never addresses it with the doctor. The problem
remains.

Why the special treatment? Is the manager wishy-
washy? afraid to confront the doctor?

Follow the same set of rules for everybody.

THE POLICY POLICE OFFICER
Credibility also calls for the common sense to rec-

ognize when a rule is outdated and the moxie to
change it.

Be more than a policy officer, Allgeier says. When
a staffer questions a rule, don’t automatically defend
it with “that’s the policy and it’s not going to change,
so live with it.” Besides evidencing insensitivity, that
bespeaks a total lack of influence in the office and
shows the manager to be little more than a yes-person
to the doctors.

Suppose a staffer complains that the requirement to

tally the cash twice a day is unnecessary and time
consuming.

Unless there’s some obvious reason for counting it
twice, give some thought to the possibility that what
was necessary in the past may now be out of date.

Reviewing policies and making recommendations
for change are part of the job of management, she
says. And so is risking getting a resounding no from
the doctors.

A manager earns tremendous respect and credibility
“simply by addressing issues.”

MISSED COMMITMENTS
Follow through with commitments, particularly the

small ones.
Doctors are governed by detail, and to them, minor

slip-ups are big failures. Showing up for a meeting
five minutes late, not returning a doctor’s call, making
a presentation without having full information at hand
– things like that make them question the manager’s
professionalism.

Let it turn into a habit, and the manager becomes
“the office joke.”

TRYING TO DO EVERYTHING
Don’t overextend. Don’t try to be all things to all

people. Don’t try to please everybody.
Taking on too much work sets expectations that

can’t be met.
Before making any significant commitment, tell the

doctors “let me do some research and find out how
long this will take.” Ask where it should sit on the pri-
ority list.

And don’t get bogged down with a lot of miniscule
projects. Delegate the small tasks and focus on the
larger projects.

GETTING TOO CHUMMY
And then there’s neutrality.
The job of manager is by nature a lonely one,

Allgeier says. It’s a no-man’s land between doctors
and staff. With no peers, no colleagues, and no advi-
sors, it’s easy to get close with one side or the other
simply to have a sense of belonging.

Don’t do it. Don’t get aligned with either side.
Don’t have lunch day after day with one or the other.

Continued company-keeping with one group invari-
ably draws the manager into conversations about the
failings of the other.

There’s nothing wrong with listening, she says. But
don’t take a position on what’s said. Don’t show
agreement or disagreement, whether by word or by
facial features.

Listen, discuss, but be no more than the moderator.
When neutrality gets questioned, staff see their

manager as someone who is apt to stab them in the
back. �
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No code for the new flu!
plus sedation, pacemakers

BY THERESE M. JORWIC, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P

This month’s column covers three elements. The
first is coding for today’s new flu, and the other two
are questions readers have submitted on conscious
sedation and pacemaker checks.

coding the new flu
It’s best known as the swine flu, and it got the

name because it occurs in pigs.
Nobody can get it from eating pork, but not every-

body knows that, and the pork industry has seen
tremendous financial losses as a result. So the govern-
ment now calls it by its proper name, the H1N1 virus.
The H stands for hemagglutinin, and the N is for neu-
raminidase, both of which are viral proteins. The num-
ber reflects the form of the protein.

Despite the attention it has seen from the World
Health Organization, the Centers for Disease Control,
and the press, there is no code for H1N1. It just hasn’t
been around long enough to make it to the codebook.

The only way to code it is to use the standard
influenza codes, which are 487.x. Code 487.0 shows
influenza with pneumonia, 487.1 shows flu with other
respiratory manifestations, and 487.8 is for flu with
other manifestations such as encephalopathy or gas-
trointestinal distress.

Following those is code 488for avian flu.
And that’s it. There are no more flu codes, not for

Hong Kong flu, Spanish flu, any flu.
There are codes in the 079 category for viral and

chlamydial infections such as SARS (079.82) and
retrovirus (079.5x). However, those codes show
causative agents, whereas the causative agent for
N1H1 is not known.

As to treatment codes for the new flu, there are two
antiviral drug options, and each gets a G code. For
Tamiflu, it’s G9019; for Relenza, it’s G9018.

Quite likely, there will soon be a code for H1N1. In
September, the ICD-9-CM Coordination and Mainte-
nance Committee will meet to discuss code updates.
That group is the Federal committee that’s responsible
for maintaining ICD-9-CM, and it considers code pro-
posals from both the public and private sectors. In

2007, for example, it approved the avian flu code.
If a new N1H1 code does get approved at that

meeting, it will become effective October 1. And
because the causative agent is not known, it may well
be located in the respiratory chapter with avian and
regular flu or in the infectious disease chapter.

coding conscious sedation
When we bill bronchoscopies using codes 31620-

31629, we also use codes 99143-99150 with modifier
51 for the conscious sedation. Medicare does not
accept that. What is the correct coding? (Submitted
by KIM JACOBS, business manager for Pulmonary
Consultants in St. Louis, MO.)

The answer is found in the bull’s-eye that appears
at the left of the bronchoscopy codes. That symbol
says the sedation is inherent to the procedure, which is
means it doesn’t get coded – or paid for – separately.

The conscious or moderate sedation codes (99143-
99150) are reserved for situations where the presence
of an assistant or another physician is required. That’s
a rare situation. It might occur, for example, when
there is concern the patient will have some problem
with the sedation medication.

If the second physician does not provide the seda-
tion but only monitors the patient’s level of con-
sciousness, the code is 99143-99145. If the second
physician does provide the sedation, it’s 99148-99150.
But in either case, it’s the second physician, not the
one performing the service, who uses the code.

An important point to note is that those codes get
used only in the hospital setting. In a nonfacility set-
ting such as a physician’s office or a free-standing
imaging center, the moderate sedation codes cannot be
used at all, even if there is a second physician who
monitors the patient or provides the sedation.

Appendix G of the CPT codebook lists all the
codes that include conscious sedation.

coding pacemaker checks
How are the codes for pacemaker and defibrillator

checks used? (Submitted by SANDRAMORAN,
practice manager for Cardiovascular Medical Special-
ists of the Palm Beaches in Jupiter, FL)

The codes for pacemaker and defibrillator checks
(93279-93299) are new this year. They are part of an
entire new section called “cardiovascular device mon-
itoring – implantable and wearable devices,” and there
are almost two pages of guidelines for them.

The first codes here are for programming device
evaluations of pacemakers (93279-93281), cardiovert-
er-defibrillators (93282-93284), and loop recorder
systems (93285).

Those are for checks of how an implanted device is
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functioning. The guidelines explain that in a program-
ming device evaluation all the functions of the device
and of the leads and the battery are tested. It includes
any adjustments to the monitoring equipment. And it
includes any adjustments to the device that are neces-
sary for the patient’s condition.

The next two codes are for the evaluation and pro-
gramming of pacemakers (93286) and cardioverter-
defibrillators (93287), but here the evaluation and pro-
gramming are done at the time the device is inserted.
The codes get used once before the surgery and once
afterwards, and they include whatever changes are
made to the device.

Then come codes 93288-93292. Those too are for
checks of implanted pacemakers and defibrillators, but
they are for interrogation device evaluations. The
guidelines explain that an interrogation evaluation is
not as extensive as a programming device evaluation.
It only looks at data from the device to determine how
well it is functioning and to allow the operator to
determine the correct programming.

By contrast, the programming device evaluation
does that plus more – the adjustments needed to suit
the needs of the individual patient.
Therese M. Jorwic, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P, is

assistant professor of health information management
at the University of Illinois at Chicago and senior
consultant for MC Strategies in Atlanta. �

Four problem staffers:
mostly, they just aren’t
connected to the job

Why don’t those staffers perform the way the man-
ager wants them to perform?

To a great extent because there’s no connection
between the staffer and the job, says JAY FORTE of
Humanetrics, a Greenville, RI, management consult-
ing firm that helps offices attract and retain top staff.

For an employee to do well, there have to be three
connectors. They are fit (or intellectual connection),
passion (or emotional connection), and ownership (a
sense of having enough importance to think and act
like an owner of the business).

Here are four types of nonconnected staffers and
what to do with them – or at least how not to hire
those people the next time around.

With each one, Forte says, the bottom line is
“assess, realign, or divest” – or evaluate the serious-

ness of the behavior and either get that person in line
or tell that person good-bye.

Staffer Negative
First is the negative staffer, or the loud complainer,

and for that person Forte gives two solutions.
One is to show Staffer Negative that the office has

to be unified to succeed. A good approach: “You have
things that add great value to our office. I need what
you do, but I need it in a positive way. Let me show
you some of the behaviors we are seeing and how they
are bringing us down.”

Give the example: “I heard you yelling at So-and-
So.”

Then show how it affects the bottom line: “When
you yell at another staffer, the impact is that the other
staff get upset to the point that they don’t get the bills
out on time.”

And then the clincher – how the yelling is going to
affect that person’s pay. That perks up anybody’s
attention, Forte says.

That doesn’t criticize the staffer. It simply says the
behavior is affecting and hurting the entire office.

The other solution is to turn the negative energy
that harms the office into positive energy that benefits
it. Do that by expanding Staffer Negative’s responsi-
bilities – to whatever area that person is complaining
about. If possible, give the staffer full responsibility
for it. For example, give a griping billing clerk the job
of figuring out five ways to improve the data collec-
tion process.

People don’t understand “what it’s like to manage”
the things they complain about, he says. Making them
responsible for those things lets them find out “that
it’s not so easy.”

Suddenly Staffer Negative is accountable, visible,
and in charge of solving the problem. Who has room
to complain now?

But don’t stop there. Set a date to meet and evaluate
the progress. One of the main reasons negative
employees are negative is that they “are not getting
the attention they are looking for.” They need a regu-
lar dialogue with the manager.

With the new responsibility, that staffer now has an
intellectual connection with the job, a passion for get-
ting it done, and a sense of ownership, because part of
the job is figuring out how to do it.

Staffer Out-to-Lunch
Next is the staffer who is unenthusiastic about the

job to the point of being disconnected. That person
just walks through the day.

The problem there, Forte says, is usually that
the individual is “the wrong person for the job.” The
talents don’t match the job and vice versa. The staffer

people management
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gets discouraged and mentally checks out.
When that’s the case, assess the staffer’s abilities

and interests and see if the job and the abilities match.
Do that with a talent assessment. (A brief one – and
also a free one – can be found at www.fireupyour
employees.com.

But that’s best done at the hiring stage, he cautions,
because it’s not always possible to match an existing
staffer to an existing job.

He gives the example of someone who is given a
position in retail sales but whose interests lie in man-
aging detailed information as opposed to making
social contacts. When a customer comes in, all that
person is going to do is look up and get back as fast as
possible to some other detailed job. There’s never
going to be any interaction with the customer.

That person will never connect with that job. Say
good-bye.

Staffer Minimalist
Then there’s the minimalist. That’s the person who

does the bare bones and nothing more.
Again, it’s a matter of connection. Staffer Minimum

has an intellectual connection with the work but no
emotional connection. In other words, the staffer
knows how to do the job “but isn’t passionate about
doing it.”

There are two possible solutions, Forte says.
One is job sculpting, or “customizing the job to the

things that person loves to do.” Find out what the
staffer’s talents are and put them to good use doing
something that will benefit the office. Then the job
becomes engaging and the staffer does more and bet-
ter work.

For example, suppose the office needs an internal
newsletter and suppose Staffer Minimum who works
in the billing department “has a secret love” of writ-
ing. Present the challenge: I have something that will
get you excited. I would like for you to be our news-
letter editor.”

All of a sudden that biller who has been “blandly
showing up” every day has something to be passionate
about, something to look forward to.

Part of management is knowing what each staffer’s
hot buttons are and pairing them to the office’s needs.
Besides encouraging job connections, it’s essential to
getting the work done well. No matter how glamorous
the job of office newsletter editor may be, “give it to
somebody who doesn’t like to write, and that person
will hate it.”

To find out what the hot buttons are, ask staff out-
right “what are your talents? what are your interests?”
Says Forte, “there’s a pretty good chance” the manag-
er can match each person to an interesting and neces-
sary task.

The second solution is to set performance expecta-

tions. Often people are minimalists “because they
don’t know what’s expected of them.”

Explain what the office wants: “here’s what it looks
like when you do a really good job.” But don’t tell
that staffer how to get there. Let the staffer do that.

“People get excited about that,” he says. They start
thinking of ways to meet the expectations.

Staffer Suck-up
Finally, there’s the pleaser, the suck-up, the obse-

quious and flattery-filled staffer.
The goal here is to make that staffer understand

what’s expected and take responsibility for the perfor-
mance “instead of trying to impress the manager.”

Suck-up people are usually that way because they
need additional responsibilities in their areas of talent
and the recognition that goes along with them. So the
solution is to “swamp them with responsibilities,”

Then meet to review the progress. People who are
always trying to please “are looking for a reaction
from the manager that they are not getting.” They feel
the manager doesn’t spend enough time with them.

Hand over the extra work – that gets them out of
the manager’s hair.

Then meet regularly to evaluate the work – that
gives them the attention they crave.

The outcome is they become self reliant and don’t
need all the constant attention. �

Why e-scripting doesn’t fit
the global package, and
what offices miss on PQRI

Here are two points worth noting about e-prescrib-
ing and quality coding, or PQRI. They come from
Medicare’s senior advisor for PQRI.

no e-scripts in the global package
The first point concerns e-prescribing: can the

office use the e-prescribing codes for services that are
part of a global surgical package?

The answer is no.
To count toward the e-prescribing bonus, the claim

needs a G code that shows the office did or didn’t pre-
scribe via a qualified system. But along with that, it
needs a visit code, and the list of approved visit codes
doesn’t include surgeries – just visits.

The visit code is the denominator code for e-pre-
scribing, the advisor explains. That’s what tells
Medicare “this claim should carry an e-prescribing
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code.” And the approved visit codes aren’t included in
the global surgery package.

She gives the example of pre-operative antibiotics
given for hip fracture. The hip fracture diagnosis is on
the claim, and so is a CPT code for the hip pin. That
combination tells Medicare the claim qualifies for
quality coding, but there’s no visit code to show that
is also qualifies for e-prescribing.

On the other hand, suppose that a few days before
the surgery the patient comes in for an unrelated E/M
visit. That visit isn’t part of the global package, so
yes, it’s eligible for e-prescribing.

watch that denominator!
The second point is a strong warning: watch those

denominator codes.
For both e-prescribing and quality coding, it’s the

denominator code that determines whether the claim
actually fits into the picture.

A lot of offices forget that, the advisor says. “They
work hard at reporting everything” and don’t realize
they are putting e-prescribing and quality codes on
claims that don’t even apply because they don’t carry
the required denominator codes.

It doesn’t hurt to do that, she says. There’s just no
reason to do so. “Those offices are working harder
than they need to.”

On the flip side, “the number-one reason” offices
are not getting their quality incentivie payments is
that they are missing claims that should get quality
codes. Many of those are for home health and nursing
home patients.

Whenever a claim has a denominator code that
qualifies it for PQRI, “we say ‘where is the quality
code?’” If it’s not there, that claim gets counted

against the office’s getting the bonus payment. “That
happens a lot.”

a little software goes a long way
With PQRI, offices have to identify the patients to

whom the quality codes apply. Medicare finds that the
offices getting the incentive payments are the ones
that have put in software to flag any combination of
ICD-9-CM and CPT codes that warrants a quality
code. That way, no bill that should get a code goes out
without one.

That’s important, because if the office misses a
quality code where one is warranted, that counts
against getting the incentive payment.

Also, she says, Medicare is surprised “that some
measures that should be a slam dunk” are getting
missed.

With geriatrics, for example, an advanced care plan
needs to appear on every claim, so it’s easy enough to
code it for every patient. “Yet people are still missing
that.”

Similarly, osteoporosis screening applies to just
about any Medicare female “who walks through the
door,” but offices miss it.

it’s still not too late
It’s still not to late to start quality coding?
No.
True, for reporting the individual measures, the

office has to have an 80% accuracy rate, and it may
indeed be too late for that.

But it’s not too late to start coding the measures
groups that apply, she says, “and the preventive care
group applies to everybody.”

The measures groups only require codes on 30 con-
secutive claims, and the office can start the count at
any time during the year. �

Beware office clutter
and peering pictures;
their victim is efficiency

Don’t let clutter slow down productivity.
Nobody can concentrate or work efficiently amidst

disorganization, says PAT HEYDLAUFF of Energy
Design, a Jupiter, FL, personal growth organization.
Get rid of the clutter and the atmosphere will lighten
and the work flow will speed up.

But don’t take it to the point of sterility, she cau-
tions. When an office gets too cleared out and too

a note about code N365
Please note a code number error in last month’s

issue. It appears in the article “Beware these PQRI
errors.”

The article says to check for a remark code on the
remittance advice. The code is misprinted as N356; it
should be N365.

Code N365 says the quality code on the claim is
for information purposes only and does not carry pay-
ment. At the same time, it acknowledges that
Medicare got the quality code and is counting it
toward the office’s bonus.

Many offices fail to check for N365 and then find
out too late that the billing service or clearinghouse
isn’t passing their quality codes on to the carrier.
MOM thanks a careful reader – JUDY KELLER,

office manager of Sycamore Medical Associates in
Sycamore, OH – for bringing that to our attention. �
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organized, there’s a sense “that nothing is happening
in there.”

Here’s how to hit a good middle ground.

THE 80% FREE SPACE RULE. Boxes on the
floor, paper stacks on the desk, pictures all over the
walls – they “scream for attention” – and get it.

Looking at junk all day, “people can’t stay
focused.” They also feel defeated. Nobody wants to
start off the day in a sea of clutter. “It’s suffocating.”

As a rule of thumb, every surface, whether floor,
desktop, or wall, should be 80% clear. “There’s some-
thing about clean space that allows the creativity to
pour forth.”

PEERING EYES. Even the choice of pictures
affects the job, because the content can be a distrac-
tion. And surprisingly, the most distracting of all are
pictures of family and friends.

“All those eyes” bring forth memories and thoughts
and cause anybody’s attention to wander to the week-
end’s activities or the sink that needs fixing.

Heydlauff’s advice is to have no more than two per-
sonal photos in any one workspace.

Then make all the other pictures somehow relate to
the work. She gives the example of a Florida attorney

who specializes in wetlands-related cases. The pic-
tures on his wall are of wetlands and nature scenes –
pleasant enough to look at, but focused enough to
keep his mind on the business.

SIT IN THE GUNFIGHTER POSITION. Desk
and chair placement also affect productivity.

No one can work successfully with the back to the
door, because there’s a subconscious fear that some-
body might sneak up from behind.

Sit in the gunfighter position. It’s both a secure and
more comfortable feeling to face the door and see
everybody who approaches.

What about a cubicle that doesn’t allow for that
arrangement? Put a framed mirror on the far wall. Or
set a picture on the desk so the glass “catches the
motion” at the door.

EVERYTHING IN EASY REACH. Put things
where they can be found without interrupting the con-
centration.

Keep the pens and paper within arm’s reach.
Position the phone so it can be answered without

having to turn around or move from the computer.
For a right-handed person, the phone needs to go on

the left side, and vice versa.
Heydlauff cites the worst of all phone placement

victims – a client who had to make a half turn in his
chair to answer the phone. Making matters worse, he
was deaf in one ear and the phone was on the deaf
side.

Active files need to be close at hand as well as near
the phone, because many calls require those files to be
pulled. In addition, they need to be kept where
passers-by can’t look into them.

Get both convenience and security by keeping them
in a desktop sorter or in a cabinet under the desk.
Placed like that, they are always within reach but also
private.

POWER COLORS ARE OUT! Colors such as
garnet and emerald green have long been tradition for
offices. Dark colors portray wealth and importance
and power, and in the past, that’s impressed people.

No more, Heydlauff says.
People no longer follow the train of thought that

wealth and importance are indicative of someone they
need to see.

Instead, they view the dark colors as standoffish,
intimidating, and with money short, as in-your-face
braggadocio of the office’s wealth.

On the other end of the spectrum, white is an equal-
ly poor choice. It’s too high tech and too cold to
engender warmth and relationships.

The best colors are soothing – light green, peach,
flesh tones, and terracotta. Those are a good palette
for relationship building. Moreover, they are calming,
and that makes it easy to focus on the work. �


